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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Determine whether parents would consent
to genotyping for temperament characteristics for
their infants; establish that quality DNA is obtained
from infants using a cheek swab. Design and Methods:
Seventeen mother-father dyads and infants, 11 to 35
weeks of age, who had participated in a GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease) massage study participated in this feasibility study. Results: Seventy-one
percent of parents agreed to genotyping. Most parents who participated were concurrently enrolled in
the GERD massage study. Reasons provided for participating were support of research and the desire to
help other families who had infants with GERD.
Parents who participated also had higher educational
attainment than those who declined. Reasons for declining were dislike of genetic research. All samples
could be analyzed. Practice Implications. Many parents allowed genotyping, especially if currently engaged with research staff. Cheek swabs are a noninvasive and satisfactory method of DNA collection.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gastroesophageal reflux (GER), is the involuntary regurgitation of gastric contents into the esophagus and is
common in infants. However, about one in four infants
experience the more complicated form of GER, gastroesophageal reflux disease, called GERD [1]. GERD is
characterized by frequent regurgitation, heightened irritability, and feeding difficulties, sometimes accompanied
by back arching, cyanosis, and apnea [2]. The symptom
OPEN ACCESS

of irritability can result from a number of causes. Discomfort from acid reflux certainly is likely, but infant
crying and fussing have been shown to occur with bouts
of both acid and nonacid reflux [3]. Thus, some infants
may not experience pain with reflux but may perceive
the sensation of reflux as discomforting. Anti-reflux medications relieve acid reflux but are not more effective
than placebo in reducing crying in infants with GERD
[4-6], suggesting that infant temperament characteristics,
such as negativity (i.e. fussiness and crying) and tolerance of discomfort, might play a role in irritability in
infants with GERD. Several genes are reported to be
associated with these temperament characteristics in infants: dopamine D4 receptor (gene symbol: DRD4), dopamine transporter (gene symbol: DAT), Catechol-OMethyltransferase (gene symbol: COMT), and the serotonin transporter (5-HTT, 5-hydroxytryptomine, gene
symbol: SLC6A4) [7-11].
Before embarking on a large-scale genetic study investigating temperament genes in infants with GERD,
our research team conducted a feasibility study. Feasibility studies often are necessary to determine whether a
study can be conducted. Parameters of a feasibility study
include willingness of participants to consent to the study,
number of eligible participants that can be enrolled, designing a suitable outcome measure, and usability of data
[12]. We designed the feasibility study to validate design
and protocol for obtaining parental consent, and collecting and genotyping DNA from infants using buccal
swabs.

2. GENETIC TESTING
2.1. Potential Barriers to Parental Consent for
Genetic Testing for Their Infants
Parents face complex ramifications when deciding to
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have their infant’s DNA genotyped, creating possible
barriers to consent. An obvious issue is that their infants
cannot decide if they want their DNA genotyped. The
parent must make the decision based on what they consider is in the best interest of the infant at the time they
are consenting.
One potential barrier is that findings of this study
would not lead to immediate diagnosis or treatment.
Guidelines addressing genetic testing of minors clearly
advocate that the main justification for testing is whether
treatment is available [13]. Parents seem to support these
guidelines. For example, when Danish parents (n = 397)
were asked if they would participate in genetic research
for their children related to risks for mental health disorders, only 30% said they would consent if no treatment
was available [14]. Parents have expressed frustration
and disappointment when genetic evaluation and testing
leads to lack of a clear diagnosis or cause [15].
A second potential barrier is that parents would not be
provided with individual genetic results of this feasibility
study. Botkin [16] admonished that the purpose of research is not to provide results to individual participants
but to advocate science and further asserted that when
considering the disclosure of results to individual participants, the most important question is whether the information generated in the research has clinical significance
[16]. When research is in the exploratory stages, reporting results to the parents may not be beneficial. Nevertheless, mothers have expressed that they want individual
results of genetic studies of their children [15].
Lack of trust in researchers is a third potential barrier
to consenting. Twenty-eight percent of mothers of newborns (n = 177) mentioned fear that researchers would
use the genetic samples for research other than what was
specified in the consent, and that the researchers would
not keep findings of the analysis of the samples confidential [17]. Jenkins et al. [15] also found maternal fear
of disclosure of genetic findings.
Parental stress, especially in mothers, may be an additional barrier to consent for genetic research. Mothers of
infants with GERD have been reported to be more frustrated and angry with their infants and believe that they
are more problematic and demanding than mothers of
other infants [18]. Our research team was therefore concerned that mothers (and fathers) trying to cope with an
infant with GERD may agree to participate in a study
providing an intervention to decrease GERD symptoms,
but may be less willing to allow time for a study that had
no potential for immediately helping the infants.

2.2. DNA Sampling Techniques in Infants
Collection of DNA using buccal swabs offers advantages
to blood sampling and swabs are being used more freCopyright © 2014 SciRes.

quently because of the ease of collection and lack of
discomfort [19]. Buccal cells are obtained by rotating a
soft cotton swab or stiffer brush in the cheek of the infant.
The swabs are then stored in solutions in which the DNA
remains stable for many years [19]. Parents or nonmedical research assistants are capable of collecting
buccal samples, but need training. In one study, mothers
of 39 infants collected DNA at home using buccal swabs
and returned samples by mail. Eleven percent of the
samples could not be genotyped due to low cell counts.
To maximize the potential of collecting an adequate
amount of DNA, thorough training in collection methods
is necessary [20]. Another possible disadvantage to buccal swab collection is that they may yield insufficient
quantity for studies examining multiple genes [21].
The aims of this study were to 1) to determine whether
parents would consent to have DNA collected by cheek
(buccal) swab from their infants for genotyping for temperament characteristics, and 2) to establish that an adequate amount of DNA could be obtained from infant
buccal swabs for genotyping the four genes of interest.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This feasibility study was done with parents from an existing six-week GERD intervention study using massage
therapy. Buccal swabs were obtained from a subsample
of infants who were a part of this study. The massage
intervention study was a randomized control trial with a
goal of 34 infants. Infants were 4 to 12 weeks at enrollment, healthy at birth, and diagnosed with GERD by the
infant’s pediatric provider. Infants were ineligible if;
they required major surgery, had a chronic illness other
than GERD, a congenital anomaly, symptoms of cow’s
milk allergy, or bilious or projectile vomiting

3.1. Sample and Recruitment
Recruitment for this feasibility study occurred from two
groups, parents of infants who had completed the massage study for GERD (COMPL) and used directly for the
production of any commercial product b) reports about
the research done with their infant’s sample would not be
kept in the infant’s health records, but could be kept with
the study records or in other secure areas; c) the saliva
sample would be de-identified; and d) they would not be
informed of the results of the research.
Mothers also were told that the genetic study was a
feasibility study to determine if adequate DNA could be
collected from infants to examine four genes associated
with temperament. Parents were told that if these genes
could assist in early identification of infants who might
show irritability with reflux (GER), potential preventive
care addressing temperament could be developed that
might lessen the irritability. The procedure for DNA colOPEN ACCESS
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lection using buccal swabs was explained. Mothers were
informed that the DNA would be destroyed after genotyping and that they would not receive individualized
information about the findings from this genetic study on
temperament.

3.2. DNA Procedures Collection
All identifying information was collected by the research
team. Only members of that team had access to identifying information. Subject IDs were assigned to all genetic
data, which was linked with laboratory IDs. The PI (MN)
was blinded to the genetic data associated with a subject
ID, and the geneticist (ME) and laboratory assistant were
blinded to any identifying information (name, birth date
etc.).
Three research assistants (RAs), who were nursing
students, were trained to collect the DNA using buccal
swabs in an in-house kit that the geneticist has used successfully with older children. To avoid contamination,
the samples were obtained using sterile technique. All
DNA samples were obtained in the homes of the infants.
While the RA explained the genetic consent to parents,
she interacted with the infant as much as possible before
collecting the DNA. The mother was present while the
DNA was obtained. To insure that an adequate amount
of buccal cells were obtained, two separate swabbings
were done. Each collection consisted of having the infant
suck briefly on the swab (to moisten the swab), then the
RA gently rolled the swab against the inside of the infant’s cheek to obtain cheek cells. The two swabs for
each infant were placed immediately in a plastic tube
containing a lysis solution to insure stability of the DNA
until it was genotyped. This method has been used previously by our group with adult sampling [22]. Samples
were stored at room temperature. No special storage was
needed. DNA collection was conducted from April
through August, 2011 and genotyping was completed in
September 2011. DNA was isolated using a standard
alkaline-lysis protocol. DNA concentrations were determined using a Qubit Fluorometer and PicoGreen assays.
DNA recovery amounts ranged from 120 ng to 3.2 ug,
which is typical for buccal swab collections.

3.3. Protocol for SNP Genotyping
TaqMan assays were used for SNP genotyping according
to the manufacturer’s instructions (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, California) previously described by Hoft, et
al. [23]. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) reactions
were set up with a Biomek® 3000 Laboratory Automation Workstation (Beckman Coulter Inc, Brea, California)
and cycled in an ABI GeneAmp® 9700 PCR thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California) or ABI
PRISM® 7900 thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.
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City, California). Standard cycling parameters were used:
50˚C, a 95˚C hot start, followed by 50 cycles of 92˚C for
15 seconds, 60˚C 1 minute, and then 4˚C hold. The ABI
PRISM® 7900 was used to analyze PCR products. Initially, the genotype clusters were identified automatically by the Applied Biosystems TaqMan® Genotyper
software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California),
then independently validated by two genetic technicians
DNA samples with overall call rates <90% (failed
on >10% of the SNPs genotyped) were excluded. Since
there were very few samples in this study, we used
in-house control DNAs from another project in order to
run 96 samples together and thus provide improved clustering. At least three wells containing only water were
included on each plate.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Sample
Mean age of infants at the time of DNA collection was
10.2 months (SD = 0.9) in the COMPL and 11.9 weeks
(SD = 2.6) in the ENROL group. Ethnicity of the infants
was European/American except for two infants whose
fathers were Asian and one whose father was Hispanic.
Characteristics of parents who consented and declined
are presented in Table 1.

4.2. Aim 1: Consent Agreement
Of 24 parents approached, 17 (71%) agreed to participate.
Four parent-dyads did not have valid contact information
from the COMPL pool, leaving nine parent-dyads available in that group. Phone messages left for five of the
remaining nine dyads were not returned after three contact attempts. The four remaining parent-dyads agreed to
the genotyping. The next consecutive 15 parents of the
ENROL group were approached for informed consent.
Parents consenting were 4 of the 9 infants (44%) from
the COMPL, and 13 of the 15 parents (87%) from the
ENROL group. Declining parents were those who did
not return phone calls (COMPL) and those who verbally
declined (ENROL). The research team chose to stop
enrollment for the feasibility study after approaching 15
parents in the ENROL group because of the high rate of
consent. Although in most cases both parents signed
consent for genotyping, the mothers were the contacts
who provided reasons for participating or declining. One
mother asked about the ability to identify the infant from
DNA and consented after being told that her infant’s
DNA would be destroyed after genotyping. The two
mothers of newly enrolled infants (ENROL) who declined participation stated that they did not want to be
involved in genetic research. Four mothers who agreed to
participate explained that they liked contributing to
OPEN ACCESS
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research. Two of these mothers were employed in research activities. Other mothers (n = 13) stated that they
wanted to help families dealing with infant GERD and
two mothers did not provide a reason.

4.3. Aim 2: Buccal Collection and Quality of
DNA
All 17 buccal samples were of sufficient quality to be
analyzed from the two swabbings. No difficulties were
encountered during the collection procedure. The younger infants sucked on the swabs, but were quiet during the
collection. Older infants reached for the swabs as the RA
approached their mouths, but were accepting of the procedure. Genotypes were obtained for all SNPs for all
subjects. A single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) is a
variation that occurs naturally in DNA. SNPs are commonly used as markers to facilitate the location of genes
associated with specific behaviors or disease [24]. Table
2 presents a summary of SNPs genotyped and 16 minor
allele frequencies (MAF) observed in the 17 subjects,
along with the MAF listed in a public dbSNP, a catalog
of common SNPs
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/).

5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Parental Consent
Well over half (71%) of parents allowed DNA collection

and genotyping of their infants. While most parents
enrolling in the massage study consented (ENROL), less
than half of parents from the COMPL group agreed. Because parents in the COMPL group who did not participate in this feasibility could not be reached after three
attempts we were unable to ascertain their reasons for
declining to return our phone calls. However, the fact
that these parents did not even respond to phone calls
and e-mails suggests total disengagement from the research team. Conversely, parents in the ENROL group
had current contact with the Research Coordinator (who
assisted with recruitment) and the research team. This
suggests that positive engagement with the research team
may have influenced the decision to participate in the
genetics study as reported by others [25,26].
In the ENROL group, mothers stated while enrolling
in the intervention study that they did not like genetic
research.
Mothers in parent dyads who agreed to participate either were supportive of research or wanted to help others.
These altruistic reasons were similar to those voiced by
mothers (n = 239) in a postpartum unit whose primary
reason for participating was their belief that findings of
the research would result in effective treatment for genetic disorders [17]. Adults who participated in genetic
research also expressed that their willingness to participate was based on benefitting society and contributing to
the common good [27,28].

Table 1. Characteristics of parents of infants who consented and declined.
Characteristic

Consented (n = 17)

Declined (n = 7)

Mean maternal age

32.6

30.4

Mean maternal education (years)**

17.1

14.1

Mean paternal age

33.0

34

Mean paternal education (years)*

16.9

14.9

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

Table 2. Minor allele frequencies observed for 16 snps in sample (n = 17).
SNPa

Gene
DRD4

b

MAF Sample/MAF dbSNP

Gene
d

SNP

MAF Sample/MAF dbSNP

rs3758653

0.21/0.21

COMT

rs4680

0.32/0.43

DRD4

rs11246226

0.35/0.41

COMT

rs5993882

0.15/0.27

DRD4

rs1800443

0/0.01

COMT

rs740603

0.24/0.37

rs3813034

0.5/0.43

COMT

rs4646312

0.21/0.48

c

5-HTT

e

5-HTT

rs8076005

0.15/0.22

DAT

rs12516948

0.32/0.33

5-HTT

rs16965628

0.12/0.06

DAT

rs40184

0.41/0.39

5-HTT

rs4325622

0.5/0.37

DAT

rs6350

0/0.07

a. SNP = single nucleotide polymorphisms; b. DRD4 = dopamine D4 receptor gene; c. 5-HTT = 5-hydroxytryptomine gene; d. COMT = Catechol-O-Methyltransferase gene; e. DAT = dopamine transporter gene.

Copyright © 2014 SciRes.
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Only one mother in the COMPL group asked about
tracing identity from DNA. Five parent-dyads requested
one or two days to consider the study before consenting.
It is possible that the fact that parents knew that the samples would be destroyed after collection and that only a
few genes would be examined, lessened concerns about
participating, although no-one stated this as a reason.
The study was conducted by a research team from a large
medical campus. Other research indicates that individuals are more likely to consent to genetic research when
approached by a medical professional than a lay person
[29], or medical personnel who they have determined are
experts in their condition [26,30]. The fact that research
was conducted through a large university may have indicated to the participants that members of the research
team were experts in infant GERD and in genetics.
A barrier that had not been considered by the research
team was education level of the parents. Education level
of both mothers and fathers were higher in the group that
consented versus the group that declined. Mean educational level of parents who consented was at the graduate
level versus partial college for parents who declined.
Other research has shown that individuals who are more
highly educated (college) had more knowledge about
genetic research than less educated individuals [31].
Perhaps having more knowledge of genetic research results in a more positive attitude toward participating in
genetic studies.

5.2. Aim 2: Quality of DNA
The second aim was to establish that an adequate amount
of high quality DNA could be obtained from infants from
a cheek swab. The quality of the DNA obtained from two
buccal swabs from all 17 infants was usable when genotyped. These findings are similar to the success reported
by Erickson et al. [20] who used a buccal brush and
Sziller et al. [32] who used buccal swabs.
The minor allele frequencies were similar to those
listed in the major SNP database (dbSNP;
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/), indicating the quality of the data are consistent with what is already known
about these SNPs. No issues arose from swabbing, and
storage of the buccal specimens was more convenient
than the temperature controlled requirements of many
other biological specimens.
This study showed that many parents (71%) are willing to have their infant’s DNA genotyped for research,
even for temperament and a condition such as GERD
that is not life threatening. Specific reasons for declining
contact with the research team were not provided by
parents, resulting in responses from only two parents
who expressed dislike of genetic research and this is a
limitation. Another limitation is that fathers’ opinion of
genetic research was not obtained. Agreement to consent,
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.
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however, was higher in parents who were highly educated, engaged with the research team, supported research, and wanted to help others.
Findings suggested that it is feasible to genotype DNA
from infants using buccal swabs for four genes that have
been found to be associated with temperament in infants
[7-11]. Buccal swabbing can decrease the likelihood of
discomfort and increase the parent’s interest in participating. While the quality of DNA from buccal sampling
was very good in this study, it was not compared to
blood samples of Lehman et al. [21]. A comparison between buccal swabs and blood samples would have
strengthened findings of this study.

6. CONCLUSION
Feasibility studies are important prior to conducting studies where issues like availability of subjects or quality
of procedures for data collection are not known. Nurses
conducting research involving parents of infants should
be confident that parents in their target population are
willing to participate in this type of research. Feasibility
of collecting an adequate amount of DNA (for the specific genes of interest) and for the laboratory methods
used for genotyping, also is important. Whether to use
buccal swabs or blood samples for collection of DNA
continues to undergo study. Given that blood samples are
the “gold standard” for DNA collection in infants, more
head to head studies are needed to confidently use buccal
instead of blood samples.
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